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Case study on the My Lai massacre
How representative is the My Lai massacre as evidence of American
Experience in Vietnam?

“In war, truth is the first casualty”
Aeschylus
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A. Plan of the investigation
This investigation assesses to what extent the ‘My Lai massacre’ is representative of the
American experience in the Vietnam War. This subject initially aroused my attention because
of the numerous different accounts of My Lai, none of which are consistent with each other.
Therefore within these inconsistency and distortions of the ‘truth’ I will evaluate how these
horrific events and subsequent civilian reaction may or may not represent other experiences
and actions of American soldiers and civilians. The initial report and photographic evidence
are used as sources to investigate this with an evaluation of their origins, purpose, values and
limitations. I then go on to analyse different historians views of My Lai and American
experience with reference to the post-modern viewpoint, considering how much we can really
ever claim to ‘know’ about of My Lai and therefore those involved in Vietnam.
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B. Summary of Evidence
During the Vietnam War the North Vietnamese organised themselves into “guerrilla units”

1

initiating a campaign of terrorism against the South Vietnamese and American troops, based
on the strategies of guerrilla warfare, leading them to victory. Guerrilla tactics included
sabotage, espionage and the use of women and children. Guerrilla units were
2

indistinguishable from ordinary Vietnamese people, as they “wore no uniform” , “you can’t
3

afford to guess whether a civilian is Vietcong. Either they shoot you or you shoot them.”

The main advantage of guerrilla warfare was the learned discipline to respect civilians. This
code of conduct, contrasted directly with that of the South Vietnamese and US soldiers who
4

relied on technological advances. “Search and destroy” missions became a notorious aspect
of Vietnam; troops would destroy Vietcong as they found them. Tactics that were designed for
5

the USA because of their reliance on “body counts” not territorial gain as evidence of
6

success. The dropping of napalm bombs “devastated the landscape” and “contributed to
7

8

rapidly growing support for the Vietcong” . The CIA also introduced “Operation Phoenix” the
9

aim being to interrogate the VC, where “torture was the norm” a soldier described the,
“starving to death in a gage of a Vietnamese woman who was suspected of being a
10

…cadre” . American attitude towards the Vietnamese people who they regarded as an
inferior race was a major flaw in US strategy, “if they weren’t pro-Vietcong before we got
11

there, they sure as hell where by the time we left” .

The My Lai

12

th

massacre took place on 16 March 1968

13

in the Vietnamese village of My Lai

led by Lt Calley. Women, men and children were killed, mutilated, tortured and “at least one

1
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14

girl was raped and then shot” . Calley himself “rounded up a group of villagers, ordered them
into a ditch and mowed them down with a fury of with machine gun fire”.

15

The number of

victims differentiates greatly between sources, the initial report states that “20 non-combaters
were inadvertently killed”

16

17

whereas the memorial site lists “504 names” , a range of

estimations also fall between these numbers.

18

Described as the “living room war” , for the first time civilians could watch the drama unfold
from their homes, heavily influencing their attitude. Word of My Lai didn’t reach public news
until over a year later when journalist Seymour Hersh

19

published details of the events as a

20

result of the investigations by Ron Ridehour . The photos provoked worldwide outrage,
helping to surge the already growing peace movement. Serious questions began circulating
concerning the conduct of American soldiers and Calley was put on trial for war crimes. At
21

trial Calley maintained that all he was guilty of was, “following orders”

much of the public too

22

considered him merely a “scapegoat of the American military” .
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C. Evaluation of sources
Source 123
4(C) It is concluded that 20 noncombatants were inadvertently killed
when caught in the preparatory fires
and in the cross fires of the US and VC
forces on 16 March 1968. It is further
concluded that no civilians were
gathered together and shot by US
soldiers. The allegation that US forces
shot and killed 400-500 civilians is
obviously a Viet Cong propaganda
move to discredit the United States in
the eyes of the Vietnamese people in
general and the ARVN soldier in
particular.

The strength of official reports is that they
are primarily for internal use and not for
public consumption; therefore they are
often a direct and reasonable account of
given events.

Eyewitness accounts should suggest
value, however occasionally ‘truth’ is
deliberately misleading, as is the case with
this report. Peter Liddle suggests that,
“The purposes of a letter, the
circumstances under which it was written,

the man who wrote it, the person to whom it was written”

24

are the many subjective factors

that have to be considered when determining the relevance of sources. The fact that this
report was written as a result of the incriminating charges discredits its content, reflecting a
lack in objectivity. Henderson is clearly omitting details to protect his own position; his
emotional and pro-active involvement clearly reflects his agenda, believing in power above
reason. Yet it has a unique value, a dark insight into the potential destruction of ‘truth’.
Henderson’s report gives us an insight into the power of authority, his position allowed him to
abuse truth.

23

Original report from Col. Oran K. Henderson, on the events he had witnessed at My Lai,
www.174ahc.org/mylai-0.3.htm, (full version found in appendix 1)
24
Liddle, P. The 1916 Battle of the Somme, 2001, Wordsworth editions, p14
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Source 2

25

Photography stands alone as a
medium, the purpose of photos
being to capture a single moment
for eternity. A photographer is
restricted, only able to work within
the confinements of reality,
perspective can change, but never
content, a significant strength.

‘The camera never lies’ is an idiom used to reflect the ‘truthful’ nature of photography; often
26

“passing for in contrivable proof that something has happened” . Differently, Brian Harrison
argues that the camera is used by a person who, “is influenced by contemporary ideas about
what ought to be photographed”

27

This highlights a reduction in objectivity, limiting

photography’s value as a historical source.

Photographs of, “authorised and official operations”

28

were the job of army photographer
29

Ronald Haeberle during the massacre. The origin of this picture is his personal collection ,
never intended for public consumption. His conscious eye as a photographer did not prevent
him from capturing these moments at My Lai, knowing that they reflect events of such a highly
incriminating nature he kept them private. Therefore reflecting their ‘truthful’ nature and an
undeniable strength of this photo as a source. The emotive strength of pictures is not
restricted; their engagement with the audience and their ability to create empathy, gives
pictures a reliability and strength that other sources lack.

25

www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:My_Lai_massacre.jpg
Sontag, S. On Photography, Peguin Books, 1977, London, p5
27
Harrison
28
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29
Ronald Haeberle had two cameras on the day of the massacre, one was an Army standard;
one was his personal camera, www.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image:My_Lai_massacre.jpg
26
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D. Analysis
Historically, Vietnam and My Lai offer a warning about the nature of warfare, particularly in
terms of ‘search and destroy missions’ and the resulting treatment of civilians. With hindsight
the American approach in Vietnam and particularly their inability to ‘win the hearts and minds
of the people’ is a major factor in the conclusion and subsequent loss in Vietnam. Vietnam
and more recent events such as the struggles in Ireland highlights the need for future
generations to develop improved relationships between people from differing societies,
cultures and religions. Vietnam also highlighted the power of the media as a tool for public
persuasion. As historians we may consider whether we would have ever known about My Lai
if it weren’t for the pictures we have of it.

My Lai also emphasizes to the historian the dangers of using certain sources as evidence.
Henderson’s report highlights major problems with reliability, especially when sources
relate to controversial topics like My Lai. The differentiating number of victims highlights
the difficulty in finding the truth and therefore the difficulty in assessing whether it
represents American experience. Henderson’s report also indicates the potential for the
manipulation of facts, highlighting to an historian the need to question the validity of all
historical sources.

Methods of ‘search and destroy’ together with the fact that Vietcong fighters, pro-communists
and other civilians could not be distinguished from each other could only produce one
possible outcome, the death of innocent people. Vivienne Sanders suggests that dead bodies
30

meant, “promotions” and that for American soldiers, “if it is dead and Vietnamese its VC” .
Indicating that a greater emphasis was placed on dead bodies, the very structure of war led to
the inevitable development of war atrocities. A soldier described My Lai as, “typical combat
assault formation. We… came down the line and destroyed the village.”

31

The use of the word

‘typical’ and evidence such as the ‘Phoenix Operation’ suggests that My Lai is representative
of American experience. An American officer described a method of torture during the
30
31
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‘Phoenix Operation’, “insertion of a 6 inch dowel …and the tapping through the brain until he
32

died” . Again we need to bear in mind the validity of first hand accounts, without knowing
specific details difficulties arise in assessing the validity of sources.

Historians such as Christian Appy suggest that, “My Lai massacre was exceptional only in its
33

scale” . Similarly, Sanders describes My Lai as, “ the most famous but by no means only
34

example of American hatred of the Vietnamese” . Clearly we have to consider whether or not
the scale of events at My Lai was exceptional and whether the way tactics were deployed
represent other experience. The fact that attempts at cover-up failed and that sufficient
evidence was found to stimulate wide spread public outrage, reflects the individual nature of
events. Arguably if events of a similar nature existed they also would not of been able to
remove themselves from public view. Therefore the scale of My Lai and the particular actions
of involved soldiers does not represent the nature of similar tasks.

As events at war are defined by the purpose that they serve the reasons for American
presence in Vietnam should be considered. Some historians suggest that Vietnam was for,
35

“geopolitical credibility” , differently Edwards argue that the reason for American involvement
was the threat of communism, “victory for the communist in South Vietnam would tilt the
global power balance”

36

in favour of communism. Although I believe there to be truth in both

these opinions, the reasons for a country entering war may not reflect experience as much as
the individual reasons of those soldiers who chose to fight. It is the mindset of individuals that
undertook operations of ‘search and destroy’ and therefore the extent to which they were
carried out that will represent real experience. Highlighting that the truth of experience differs
greatly between the choices made by individuals and the whole army.

Because of sources limitations, I considered the post-modern viewpoint. Living in a media
dominated world, ideas are considered merely inter-referential, rather than studying history

32
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37

we study, “historiography” . We are now left with no stable or objective source, knowledge is
therefore controlled and in the, “hands of the people who are going to shape it to reflect their
38

own political, social, cultural, religious and educational stances” . Yet I believe this viewpoint
almost insults the past, suggesting that we can never trust any source and therefore anyone
detailing their experience in Vietnam. Although I would suggest that all sources should be
approached with caution I believe that all sources hold value as they represent the view of a
person affected by experience, the most important aspect of this investigation.

37
38

ibid
ibid, p112
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E. Conclusion
Ultimately we may consider how important it is that we know what took place in Vietnam. The
historical importance for historians looking at American experience is not the facts but the
consequences of believed truths. Many civilians who only saw Vietnam through the media
were horrified by My Lai and believed that these experiences did reflect soldier experience.
Therefore these experiences reflect civilian opinion of Vietnam and as a result civilian
experience. Postmodernism also advocates that history is history if it is believed to be true,
history depends on who you are and what you experience, individual truths take priority over
‘universals’. When Sanders suggests that the USA “lost it (Vietnam) on the home front”

39

it

suggests that for civilians, war experience was seen and will be remembered through
poignant photographs believed to represent experience such as those taken at My Lai.
Experience is difficult to measure, individuals make collective experience and thus, it depends
on who you are, where you were and why you were there, not to mention that all these factors
change dependent on experience itself. Clearly Vietnamese civilians did experience suffering,
yet the fact that My Lai has left such a significant and controversial place in history is because
it is the most horrific example. It offers lessons about history rather than defines it as overall
American experience in Vietnam.

39
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Appendices
Appendix 1
CONFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
Headquarters, 11th Infantry Brigade, Americal Division
APO San Francisco 96217
24 April 1968
XICO
SUBJECT: Report of Investigation
Commanding General
Americal Division
APO SF 96374
1. (U) An investigation has been conducted of the allegations cited in Inclosure 1. The
following are the results of this investigation.
2. (C) On the day in question, 16 March 1968, Co C 1st Bn 20th Inf and Co B 4th Bn 3d Inf as
part of Task Force Barker, 11th Inf Bde, conducted a combat air assault in the vicinity of My
Lai Hamlet (Son My Village) in eastern Son Tinh District. This area has long been an enemy
strong hold, and Task Force Barker had met heavy enemy opposition in this area on 12 and
23 February 1968. All persons living in this area are considered to be VC or VC sympathizers
by the District Chief. Artillery and gunship preparatory fires were placed on the landing zones
used by the two companies. Upon landing and during their advance on the enemy positions,
the attacking forces were supported by gunships from the 174th Avn Co and Co B, 23d Avn
Bn. By 1500 hours all enemy resistance had ceased and the remaining enemy forces had
withdrawn. The result of this operation were 128 VC soldiers KIA. During the preparatory fires
and the ground action by attacking companies 20 noncombatants caught in the battle area
were killed. US Forces suffered 2 KIA and 10 WIA by booby traps and 1 man slightly
wounded in the foot by small arms fire. No US soldier was killed by sniper fire as was the
alleged reason for killing civilians. Interviews with LTC Frank A. Barker, TF Commander; MAJ
Charles C. Calhoun, TF S3; CPT Ernest L. Medina, CO Co C, 1-20; and CPT Earl Michles,
CO Co B, 4-3 revealed that at no time were civilians gathered together and killed by US
soldiers. The civilian inhabitants in the area began withdrawing to the southwest as soon as
the operation began and within the first hour and a half all visible civilians had cleared the
area of operations. *
3. (C) The Son Tinh District Chief does not give the allegations any importance and he points
out and he points out that the two hamlets were the incident is alleged to have happened are
in an area controlled by the VC since 1964. COL Toan, Cmdr 2d ARVN Div reported that the
making of such an allegation against US Forces is a common technique of the VC
propaganda machine. Inclosure 2 is a translation of an actual VC propaganda message
targeted at the ARVN soldier and urging him to shoot Americans. This message was given to
this headquarters by CO, 2d ARVN Div o/a 17 April 1968 as a matter of information. It makes
the same allegations as made by the Son My Village Chief in addition to other claims of
atrocities by American soldiers.
4. (C) It is concluded that 20 noncombatants were inadvertently killed when caught in the
preparatory fires and in the cross fires of the US and VC forces on 16 March 1968. It is further
concluded that no civilians were gathered together and shot by US soldiers. The allegation
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that US forces shot and killed 400-500 civilians is obviously a Viet Cong propaganda move to
discredit the United States in the eyes of the Vietnamese people in general and the ARVN
soldier in particular.
5. (C) It is recommended that a counter-propaganda campaign be waged against the VC in
eastern Son Tinh District.
ORAN K. HENDERSON
COL, Infantry
Commanding
2 incl a/s
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